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“[The story of Nureyev] was the wrong topic, by the wrong guy at the
wrong time."
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World famous classic ballet dancer and chief choreographer of the Grande Opera in Paris Rudolf
Nureyev dances the part of James in the "Selphyde" ballet at the Kirov Opera and Ballet Theater on Dec.
1, 1989. Yury Belinsky / TASS

Moscow’s Bolshoi Theater has unexpectedly postponed the premiere of a highly anticipated,
but potentially controversial ballet, just days before it was scheduled to open on July 11.

The “Nureyev” ballet, based on the life of gay Russian dancer Rudolf Nureyev, has now been
rescheduled for May 2018.

The ballet’s director Kirill Serebrennikov declined to comment on news of the postponed
performance, telling Vedomosti, “This is the theater’s decision. And this is what they’ve
decided.”



Serebrennikov was recently questioned as a witness by investigators over the embezzlement
of government funds. Many consider the corruption investigation to be politically motivated.

“[The story of Nureyev] was the wrong topic, by the wrong guy at the wrong time,"  a source
at the top of the Moscow ballet scene, who asked not to be named, told The Moscow Times.
"Everything was against this performance.”

But the theater’s chief manager, Vladimir Urin, said the ballet was being pulled because it was
“not ready.” He also dismissed rumors that rights to the performance could be sold to the
tycoon Roman Abramovich, who had attended the final rehearsal.

“The [Bolshoi] theater will suffer reputational losses,” Urin said of the cancelation, “but no
financial damage.”

Many in the cultural scene are unconvinced by the explanation. 

"The ballet was postponed because Kirill Serebrennikov is a red flag that Russian cultural
conservatives cannot abide," says culture critic John Freedman. "Urin's explanation is
nonsense. He knows Serebrennikov well and Serebrennikov is a consummate pro. It's clear
that pressure has been brought to bear."

It is unusual for a a prominent premiere to be postponed by such a long period of time,
prominent theater critic Alexander Kolesnikov told The Moscow Times. "For a premiere to be
postponed by a month happens but only very, very rarely," he said. 

Unsurprisingly, therefore, it has set the rumor mill spinning. 

State-run news agency TASS on Monday cited a source close to the Culture Ministry as saying
that Minister Vladimir Medinsky had personally issued the order to postpone the ballet
because it was seen to be in violation of the country’s laws against spreading “propaganda for
non-traditional sexual relations” to minors. The news article was later edited to say the
minister had merely "supported" the Bolshoi director's decision to cancel the performance.

In recent years, there have been several prominent cultural scandals. In 2015, an avant-garde
production of Wagner's "Tannhauser" was canceled in Novosibirsk following an outcry by
conservative activists. Medinsky, the culture minister, then fired the theater's director for "a
failure to comply with instructions." 

To many, the incident has since become a symbol of an encroachment on liberal values by
Orthodox activists, led by the country's top culture officials. 

"A culture war has been going on for several years now. It heats up, it cools down, but the
skirmishes continue," Freedman told The Moscow Times. "Medinsky and his ilk are doing
their best to push culture back to a past that never existed anywhere but in their prudish
minds."

But Kolesnikov, the Russian theater critic, disagrees. "Medinsky has the right to speak out on
this question, as a minister, as a citizen and as a man," he said. "Even if this conversation
took place, I don't see anything extraordinary in it."

https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/russian-cultural-elite-wants-medinsky-fired-for-interfering-with-wagner-opera-production-45243


He considers the outrage among some in the cultural scene to be misplaced. "I know how
difficult the rehearsals were going for this performance, and I assume that it was really not
ready," he said.
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